Finite element (FE) models have been effectively utilized in studying biomechanical aspects of myocardial infarction (MI). Although the rat is a widely used animal model for MI, there is a lack of material parameters based on anisotropic constitutive models for rat myocardial infarcts in literature. This study aimed at employing inverse methods to identify the parameters of an orthotropic constitutive model for myocardial infarcts in the acute, necrotic, fibrotic and remodelling phases utilizing the biaxial mechanical data developed in a previous study. FE model was developed mimicking the setup of the biaxial tensile experiment. The orthotropic case of the generalized Fung constitutive model was utilized to model the material properties of the infarct. The parameters of Fung model were optimized so that the FE solution best fitted the biaxial experimental stress-strain data. A genetic algorithm was used to minimize the objective function. Fung orthotropic material parameters for different infarct stages were
Introduction
Computational biomechanics has been effectively utilized for disease investigation and therapy optimisation providing answers to many clinical questions. Among several applications in the cardiovascular area, finite element (FE) models have been employed for studying the mechanical aspects of myocardial infarction (MI) and its emerging treatment through intramyocardial injection of biomaterials Miller et al., 2013; Wise et al., 2016) .
The passive constitutive behaviour of myocardium has been modelled as transverse-isotropic (Guccione et al., 1991; Humphrey et al., 1990) or orthotropic (Costa et al., 2001; Holzapfel and Ogden, 2009 ) incompressible finite elastic material using hyperelastic pseudo-strain energy functions. Inverse methods are utilized for estimating the parameters of these constitutive models by fitting FE solution to experimental data (Usyk and McCulloch, 2003) . Such data are obtained either from mechanical testing of isolated heart samples (Gupta et al., 1994) or by measuring regional deformation from the whole heart (Fomovsky and Holmes, 2010; Lee et al., 2011; Wenk et al., 2010) . Genetic algorithms (GA) are global search methods based on the concept of biological evolution. GA and FE methods have been jointly employed for identification of material parameters of biological tissue (Khalil et al., 2006; Kichula et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2006; Yeoman et al., 2009) .
Material parameters for infarcted myocardium are widely available in literature for different animal species. Although the rat is a widely used animal model for MI studies, material parameters for healing rat myocardial infarcts remain underrepresented especially those based on anisotropic constitutive models. This emphasizes the need to identify material parameters of an anisotropic constitutive model for myocardial infarcts in rats.
In our previous work (Sirry et al., 2016a) , we experimentally characterised the mechanical properties of rat myocardial infarcted tissue immediately, 7, 14 and 28 days after the infarct induction representing the acute, necrotic, fibrotic and remodelling healing phases of the infarct, respectively. The current study aimed at identifying the parameters of an orthotropic constitutive model for the four healing stages of rat myocardial infarcts utilizing mean biaxial stress-strain data (Sirry et al., 2016b) . A biaxial tension inverse FE model was developed mimicking the setup of the experimental biaxial test (Sirry et al., 2016a) and GA were employed to minimize the error between the predicted and experimental data.
Methods

Biaxial tension finite element model
Abaqus CAE 6.12-2 (Dassault Systèmes, Providence, RI, USA) was employed to build and run a biaxial tension FE model following the experimental setup described in our previous work (Sirry et al., 2016a) . A three-dimensional (3D) model of the tissue sample was generated by extruding a square area of length (l) by depth ( ) as illustrated in Figure 1 . The endocardial and epicardial surfaces were represented by -planes at =0 and = , respectively. As a result, the and axes of the model represented the cardiac circumferential and longitudinal axes, respectively. The eight suture needles used in the experiment were modelled using cylindrical transmural partitions, indicated by C1 to C8 in Figure 1 (a), of 0.4 mm diameter (the physical diameter of the needles). The two adjacent cylinders on each side were separated by l/3 while all cylinders were positioned 2 mm away from the edge. Four reference points, RP1 to RP4 in Figure 1 elements. The orientation of myocardial fibres was incorporated in the model by a user-defined material orientation (ORIENT) subroutine. The fibre angles ranged linearly from -50° at the epicardial layer to 80° at the endocardial layer (Chen et al., 2003) .
Boundary conditions
Displacement boundary conditions were applied to the cylinders to restrain the model (C1 to C4) and to apply the tensile loads (C5 to C8) as illustrated in Figure 1 (c). The translational movement of C1 and C2 was constrained in the -axis while the translational movement of C3 and C4 was constrained in the -axis. All cylinders were allowed to rotate freely.
Circumferential tensile load was applied by displacing C7 and C8 in the -axis while longitudinal tensile load was applied by displacing C5 and C6 in the -axis.
Constitutive model
From a number of anisotropic hyperelastic constitutive models available in Abaqus, the orthotropic case of the generalized Fung model was utilized to model the mechanical behaviour of the infarct. The generalized Fung strain energy potential is based on the exponential form suggested by Fung et al. (1979) appropriately generalized to arbitrary 3D states following Humphrey (1995) . Infarct material was assumed to be fully incompressible. The generalized Fung strain energy function ( ) in Abaqus has the following form:
where is the stress scaling factor and is given by
where is a dimensionless symmetric fourth-order tensor of anisotropic material parameters and ̅ and ̅ are the modified Green strain tensor. For the orthotropic case of the generalized Fung model, nine material parameters must be specified.
As explained by , in the unloaded configuration, matrix should be positive definite in order to obtain numerical stability. Matrix is given by: 
The positive definiteness implies the following parameter constraints:
• Constraint 1:
• Constraint 2: • Constraint 3 to 9: > 0, 1111 > 0, 2222 > 0, 3333 > 0, 1212 > 0, 1313 > 0, 2323 > 0 (6)
Optimisation of material parameters
The aim was to optimize the material parameters of Fung-orthotropic model to fit the FE model solution to the experimental stress-strain data for up to 5% of biaxial strain; the average physiological range of infarct deformation (Fomovsky and Holmes, 2010) . Displacementcontrolled FE simulations were run and the computed stress data were compared to the experimental data. The objective function (OBJ) utilized in the optimisation was developed so that it returns the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). The GA toolbox in SCILAB 5.4 (Scilab Enterprises S.A.S, Versailles, France) was utilized to minimize the objective function.
For each infarct model, the FE stress data were obtained from three simulations: M6060, M3060 and M6030, representing the biaxial loading protocols of 60:60, 30:60 and 60:30 N/m, respectively, applied in the experiment (Sirry et al., 2016a) .
The objective function is given by:
where and are the experimental and computational stresses, respectively, denotes the data point and is the total number of fitted data points. In the optimisation process, = 36 data points were utilized resulting from six equidistant points in each direction from three loading protocols. Upper and lower bounds were set for the material parameters as illustrated in Table 2 . These bounds enforced the parameter constraints described in Eq.6.
The flow chart of the optimisation loops is shown in Figure 2 . Initially, several sets of parameters (population) were randomly generated. A set (member) contained an array of 10 values representing the material parameters. A member would undergo a series of tests to evaluate the violation of Constraint 1 (Eq.4) and Constraint 2 (Eq.5). If a violation was detected, the member would be penalized by assigning an OBJ value according to the severity of the violation. Otherwise, the member would be assigned to Fung material parameters in Abaqus to start the FE simulations. At completion of FE simulations, computational and experimental stresses were compared and the OBJ value was calculated. After that, the member was ranked in such a way that the lower the OBJ value was, the higher the rank would be. The next member in the population underwent the same process until all members were assigned OBJ value and ranked. Then, a new generation was formed. This was accomplished by subjecting the highly ranked members to crossover (exchange of parameter values of two members) and mutation (changing parameters value in a member) processes to generate new members. The members of the new generation were ranked and a third generation was formed. The loop continued until the predefined number of generations was reached at which a list of the OBJ-ranked members was returned.
The member with the smallest OBJ demonstrated the best fit. The GA predefined parameters are shown in Table 1 . 
Computation of stress and strain
The biaxial stress and strain were computed from the FE model in SCILAB environment.
Python script was utilized to extract the required results from the model output-database file.
The stress was computed based on the following equations:
where , and , are engineering stresses and forces in the circumferential and longitudinal directions respectively, and are length and thickness of the model, respectively.
The values of and were captured from the predicted reaction forces at C5 and C6, for , and C7 and C8, for , respectively (Figure 1 ).
The nodal strain was derived from the biaxial displacement of the four reference points (RP1-4
in Figure 1 ). Cartesian coordinates of these points were captured at each increment of the quasistatic simulation. The nodal strain was computed based on the following equations (Billiar and Sacks, 2000; Hoffman and Grigg, 1984; Humphrey et al., 1987) :
where and are the nodal strains, ∆ and ∆ are the changes in nodal coordinates, and ∆ and ∆ are the changes in nodal displacement in the circumferential and longitudinal directions, respectively.
Results
The identified Fung orthotropic material parameters for different infarct groups are shown in 
Discussion
In this study, an inverse approach was applied to identify material parameters of the orthotropic case of Fung constitutive law for healing rat myocardial infarcts. Utilizing the experimental biaxial tensile data (Sirry et al., 2016b) from previous work (Sirry et al., 2016a) , FE models were developed and numerical solutions were fitted to the experimental data through GA-based optimisation of the material parameters. We believe the material parameters identified in this study will provide a new tool for FE investigation of MI mechanics based on rat models.
Stretching the model using 2 cylinders in each direction while constraining the movement of the 2 opposite cylinders produced uniform stress field in the central target area as illustrated in Figure 7 . The locations of the reference points (black dots) were far enough from the areas of high stress concentration near the needles. This confirms that the model did not predict false strains due to the improper deformation of the sample . It has been discussed that myocardium may have orthotropic structure and that orthotropic constitutive models better describe the mechanical behaviour of myocardium than transversely anisotropic models (Costa et al., 2001; LeGrice et al., 2001; Usyk et al., 2000) . In the present study, an orthotropic constitutive law was used to model the mechanical properties of the different infarct stages.
One difficulty in optimizing the material parameters in this model was the positive definiteness condition of the parameter matrix (Eq.3) in the unloaded state. To fulfilment the constraints described in Eqs.4 and 5, it was verified that the generated sets of parameters satisfied the positive definiteness condition, similar to Wang et al. (2006) . In a generation, random sets of material parameters were defined by the GA. It was required to test these sets for violation of the constraints before they were passed to the model. The set that violates Constraints 1 and 2 was the worst and penalized using a relatively large OBJ value (OBJ=50). If only Const-1 was violated, the set was penalized with less OBJ value (OBJ=1). If only Constraint 2 was violated, the set was penalized with OBJ=0.5. Penalizing the undesired sets would rank them at the bottom of the list so that they were not included in the formation of the next generation. This way the GA were biased in the definition of the new generation. As a result, the violation disappeared in most of the newly formed sets of parameters at the 4 th or 5 th generation.
A shortcoming of the current study was the employment of biaxial data only to fit material parameters of orthotropic material law. The negative values in some of the identified parameters, e.g. 1122 and 2233 (Table 2) , did not make good physical sense and indicated "overfitting". In other words, the biaxial tests were not able to provide sufficient data to fit all the parameters of the orthotropic constitutive law. Holzapfel and Ogden (2009) discussed the limitation of using biaxial data alone to fit orthotropic constitutive law. They emphasized the need for more comprehensive mechanical characterization which include shear data at different orientation in order to appropriately capture the orthotropic behaviour of myocardial tissue.
Nevertheless, the parameters identified in this study would still be valuable establishment.
Conclusions
We successfully employed the biaxial mechanical data to establish anisotropic constitutive models of healing infarcts in the rat model. Inverse finite element model and genetic algorithm were employed to identify the parameters of Fung orthotropic hyperelastic strain energy function for the healing infarcted tissue. The identified material parameters will provide new platform for FE investigations of mechanical aspects of MI and therapies in particular when using rat models.
• Mean stress-strain data from biaxial tensile tests of myocardial samples [Stress-strain data from biaxial tests of individual samples are available from Sirry et al. (2016b) ]
• Abaqus input files of FE models
• Optimization algorithms
